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Flip through Cross’s twenty-two-page sketchbook from 1897, now at the Harvard Art Museums.

In 2012, the Marmottan Monet Museum presented From Seurat to Matisse, Henri-Edmond Cross and Neo-Impressionism to trace the artist’s work in 
context of work by other members of the Neo-Impressionist movement.  The exhibition later traveled to Le Cateau Cambrésis, Musée Départemental 
Matisse. Both exhibitions take a close look at Cross and his network, as the artist has been largely ignored in this history. 

Artist Resources – Henri-Edmond Cross (French, 1856-1910)

Cross, Self-Portrait with Cigarette 1880

Portrait of Cross by Maximilien Luce (1858-1941), 1898

Cross was included in the exhibition Gaugin, Cêzanne, Matisse: Visions of Arcadia at the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art in 2012. The addition of Cross’s artwork in the exhibition was meant ”to suggest the 
vitality of this subject [of earthly paradise] outside the canonical French definitions.

The artist was known for his utopic and anarchist leanings. Read an essay, “Henri Edmond Cross: Painter 
of Utopia” by Nick Heath about Cross’s intersections with the late-nineteenth century anarchist 
movement. 

The 2018 exhibition, Color and Light. The Neo-Impressionist Henri-Edmond Cross, was one of the first retrospective exhibitions to fully 
explore the artist’s impact on Neo-Impressionism. The exhibition was a collaboration between Museum Barberini in Potsdam, Germany 
and Musée des impressionnismes in Giverny, France. The German leg of the exhibition was the first retrospective of Cross’s work in the 
country. 

Watch this video posted by Learn From Masters. The video compiles 170 works by Cross that span his career. 

In 2020, the Barnes Foundation posted a short lecture, “Barnes Takeout: Art Talk on Henri Edmond Cross’s Two Women by the Shore, 
Mediterranean,” with collection research associate Amy Gillette. 

https://www.henriedmondcross.org/
https://www.moma.org/artists/1313
https://www.museothyssen.org/en/collection/artists/cross-henri-edmond
https://harvardartmuseums.org/collections/object/297198?position=0
https://museumpublicity.com/2012/01/19/marmottan-monet-museum-presents-henri-edmond-cross-and-neo-impressionism-seurat-to-matisse/
http://www.thearttribune.com/From-Seurat-to-Matisse-Henri.html
https://www.philamuseum.org/exhibitions/2012/753.html?page=1
https://libcom.org/history/henri-edmond-cross-painter-utopia
https://www.museum-barberini.de/en/ausstellungen/219/color-and-light-the-neo-impressionist-henri-edmond-cross
https://giverny.org/museums/impressionism/exhibition/cross/index.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4mWs8OLtIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nb_4NONTKjw


Henri-Edmond Cross (French, 1856-1910)
Le faux poivrier (Provence), 1907
Oil on canvas
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Henri-Edmond Cross moved to the remote Southern French hamlet 
of Saint-Clair in 1891 to mitigate his symptoms of rheumatism. At his 
seaside home and studio, the artist was enchanted by light 
conditions in the nearby countryside and waters of the 
Mediterranean. Le faux poivrier (Provence) depicts Cross’s garden in 
high summer growth. The artist’s studio was in the garden, which 
became both a frequent subject in his work and a space for 
gatherings with fellow Neo-Impressionist artists in Southern France. 
In a letter to a friend in 1901, Cross reflected on his fascination with 
the region, writing: “In summer… the light streaming profusely down 
on everything attracts you, stupefies you, drives you mad.” 
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